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R&D related to control for the novel coronavirus ,etc.
（relevant to Medical Research） 193 billion yen
Therapeutics
 supporting repositioning of existing
drugs or development of new drugs
for treating patients
 in silico screening (using
computer/numerical analysis to
identify candidate compounds)

diagnostic methods and
testing equipment

Vaccine
 supporting and accelerating
research on the development of
various vaccines

medical devices and system
 supporting development of extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation (ECMO)
 establishing a data collaboration platform for the
development of therapeutic drugs and vaccines

 supporting development of genetic
amplification test method,
immunochromatography and
enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay(ELISA)

infrastructure that supports research
 genomic analysis and repertoire analysis of the novel
coronavirus
 research and investigation
Collection of data on COVID-19 in Asian countries

Cyclic Innovation for Clinical Empowerment(CiCLE)
 providing funding related to control for the novel coronavirus

Infrastructure and environment
 strengthening of the inspection system at the National Institute of Infectious Diseases

International cooperation
 creating a clinical research and trial network in the Asian region
 contributing to the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovation (CEPI) and Gavi
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Japan’ s new national vaccine strategy and action plans for
vaccine development（Cabinet decision on June 1, 2021)
1.
2.

Establish world-class R&D center

- a flagship research center and synergy satellites

Strengthen strategic allocation of research funds

- AMED/SCARDA to be established for strategic funding

3.

Improve clinical trial infrastructure/environment

4.

Improve regulatory approval process

5.

Invest in upgrading vaccine manufacturing infrastructure

6.

Fostering drug discovery startups

7.

Strengthen support for vaccine manufacturing industry

8.

Promote international cooperation

9.

Strengthening the monitoring and supervision system for vaccine
development
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Promoting Regulator y Harmonization in Asia

Basic Policy for Asian Human Well-Being Initiative
determined by Headquarters for Healthcare Policy in July 2016, revised in July 2018)

・In order to contribute to the elimination of drug lags between Japan and Asia, harmonization will be promoted so that the pharmaceutical approval
and safety regulations in Asia will become more effective and reasonable, such as securing the interoperability of data used for drug approval in Asian
countries.

Circumstances surrounding Asia
Economic
growth

Population
growth

Aging

 Increasing public interest in high-quality drugs/medical devices
 Expansion of drug/medical device market

Issues of access to drugs/medical devices
Access to innovative drugs/medical devices is secured in Asian countries insufficiently.
Access to drugs/medical devices is a complex issue comprised of research and development, regulation, securing
of intellectual property, etc.
Globalization and diversification of drugs/medical devices increase the importance of international regulatory
cooperation.
 Necessary to specify the Asian Human Well-Being
Initiative
 Work together to harmonize regulations/related
matters with related ministries and agencies.

 Establish “Grand Design for Asian Pharmaceutical
and Medical Device Regulatory Harmonization”
and implementation plan
at the HQ for Healthcare Policy of Japan in 2019 and
2020
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Essential points on the Grand Design

1. Promote regulatory harmonization in Asian Countries
• Capacity building including PMDA Asia Training Center
• Support to embrace international standards and to participate in international activity

2. Establish high quality clinical trial systems
• Establishing clinical trial sites for pharmaceuticals/medical devices result not only in accumulating
useful evidence based on clinical trials, but also in improving access to post-market
pharmaceuticals/medical devices.
• To build the necessary infrastructure, Japanese government examine the options available for
financing other Asian partners.
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Cooperation on Promoting Global Clinical Trials in the Asia region
 With the recent spreading of COVID-19, the need to establish a global clinical research and
trial system with speed and high quality has become clear.
 The establishment of a clinical research and trial network in Asia is being promoted in
order to improve the environment for global clinical trials and to accelerate the
development and supply of therapeutic drugs, etc..
Purpose of the Project

Framework of the Project (NCGM)
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